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CHAPTER I 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OP THE CALCULUS 
There have been four general steps in the development of what we 
commonly call the calculus, and we are going to mention these briefly in 
this chapter* The first is found among the Greeks* In passing from 
commensurable to incommensurable magnitudes, Greek mathematicians had 
recourse to the method of exhaustion* 
The second general step in the development, taken two thousand years 
later, may be briefly called the method of infinitesimals* Ibis method 
began to attract attention in the first half of the l?th century, particu¬ 
larly in the works of Kepler and Cavalieri, and was used to some extent by 
Newton and Leibniz* 
The third method is that of fluxions and this method is due chiefly 
to Newton* It is this form of the calculus that is usually understood 
when the development of the science is referred to him. 
The fourth method, that of limits, is also due to Newton, and is the 
one now generally followed* 
The Contribution of the Greeks 
As stated above, the Greeks developed the method of exhaustion about 
the 5th century B» C* The chief person connected with this method was 
Antiphon* He is one of the earliest writers whose use of this method is 
fairly well known to mathematicians* In a fragment of Eudemus, con¬ 
jee tur ally restored by Dr* Allman in his book Greek Geometry, we have the 
following descriptions 
Antiphon, having drawn a circle, Inscribed in it one of those 
polygons that can be inscribed! let it be a square* Then he 
1 
2 
bisected each side of this square, and through the points of section 
drew straight lines at right angles to them» producting them to meet 
the circumference; these lines evidently bisect the corresponding 
segments of the circle* He then joined the new points of section to 
the ends of the sides of the square» so that four triangles were formed, 
and the whole inscribed figure became an octagon* And again, in the 
same way, he biseeted each of the sides of the octagon, and drew from 
the points of biséction perpendiculars; he then joined tbs points where 
these perpendiculars met the circumference with the extremities of the 
octagon, and thus formed an inscribed figure of sicteen sides* Again, 
in the same manner, bisecting the sides of the inscribed polygon of 
sixteen sides, and drawing straight lines, he formèd a polygon of twice 
as many sides; and doing the same again and again, until he had ex¬ 
hausted the surface, he concluded that in this manner a polygon would 
be inscribed in the circle, the sides of which, on account of their 
minuteness, would coincide with the circumference of the circle*^ 
We have in this method a crude approach to the integration of the 17th 
century. 
It is to Archimedes that ws owe the nearest approach to actual inte¬ 
gration to be found among the Greeks* He gave birth to the calculus of 
the Infinite conceived and brought to prefection successively by Kepler, 
Cavalieri, Fermat, Leibnis and Newton, and so made the concepts of the 
derivative and the integral possible* His first noteworthy advance in this 
direction was concerned with his proof that the area of a parabolic segment 
is four thirds of the triangle with the same base and vertex, or two thirds 
of the circumscribed parallelogram* This was shown by continually inscribing 
in each segment between the parabola and the inscribed figure a triangle 
with the same base and the same height as the segment* If A is the area of 
the original inscribed triangle, the process adopted by him leads to the 
summation of the series 
A /(1/lM/ (I/U)2A + .. - , 
^David Eugene Smith, History of Mathematics, Vo luira II, New Tork, 
1958, pp. 677-678. 
3 
or to finding the value of 
A \l / 1A / ttA)2 / UA>3 + ...]* 
so that he really finds the area by integration and recognizes, but does 
not assert, that 
(1/I0n_> 0 as n —> cO, 
this being the earlest example that has come down to us of the summation 
of an infinite series. 
In Archimedes* treatment of solids bounded by curved surfaces, he 
arrived at some conclusions which will now be described by the following 
formulas and will show how he anticipated modern formulas. 
Surface of a sphere, -yy 
inr » J sin© d© — U 77*a. 
Surface of a spherical segment, •r TÎ* 2 sin© d® s 2 ^,a^(l-eoseC). 
Volume of a segment of a hyperboloid of revolution, 
f («* / I2) dx =. bJ(ja / 1/3 b). 
Volume of a segment of a spheroid, 
x2dx - (l/3)b3. I 
Area of a spiral, 
>1 
-771 I 2 îf x dxr(l/3)7Ta2. 
h 
Area of a parabolic segment» 
Medieval Ideas of the Calculus 
The only traces that we have of an approach to the calculus in the 
Middle Ages are those relating to mensuration and to graphs. The idea 
of breaking up a plane surface into infinitesimal rectangles nas probably 
present in the Binds of many mathematicians at that time in the Vest as 
well as in the East» but it vas never elaborated into a theory that seemed 
worth considering. 
Modern Forerunners of the Calculus 
As is usual in such eases» it is impossible to determine with 
certainty to whom credit belongs» in modern times» for first making any 
noteworthy move in the calculus. However» among the more noteworthy 
attempts at integration in modern times were those of Kepler (1609). In 
his notable work on planetary motion» he asserted that a planet describes 
equal foeal sectors of ellipses in equal times. This naturally demands 
some method for finding the areas of such sectors» and the one invented by 
Kepler was called by him the method of the "sum of the radii"» a rude kind 
of integration. He also became interested in the problem of gaging» and 
published a work on this subject and on general mensuration as set forth 
by Archimedes. Far from being an elementary treatment of gaging» this 
was a scientific study of the measurement of solids in general. Kepler 
considers solids as composed "as it were" (veluti) of infinitely many 
infinitely small cones or infinitely thin disks» the summation of which 
becomes the problem of later integration. 
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It i«as Kepler* s attempts at integration that led Cavalier! to develop 
his method of indivisibles, a subject which may also have been suggested to 
him by Aristotle's tract "De lineis insecabilibus", to take the common 
Latin title. 
Some idea of Cavalieri’s method may be obtained by considering his 
comparison of a triangle with a parallelogram having the same base and the 
same altitude. Calling the smallest element of the triangle 1, the next 
will be 2, the next 3» and so on to n, the base. The area is therefore 
1 / 2 / 3 t ... / B» or J B (n / 1). But each element of the parallelogram 
2 
is n, and there are n of them, as in the triangle, and so, the area is n • 
Then the ratio of the area of the triangle to the area of the parallelogram 
is 
| n(n / 1) * n2 or §(1 ^ 1). 
n 
But _ |(1 / 1) —> | as n —> «Ô, 
â 
and so the triangle is half the parallelogram. 
By means of his method, Cavalier! was able to solve various elementary 
problems in the measuration of lengths, areas, and volumes. 
Fermat* s (1601-1665) method mas independent of the principle of maxima 
and minima, first enunciated by Kepler, that in the neighborhood of a 
maximum value of a variable its increment becomes evanescent. For the 
determination of a maximum, he employed a rule which may be stated as 
follows« To determine any maximum value of a function f(x), substitute 
x / e for x, and from the resulting expression, subtract f(x), divide by 
e, and eliminate the remaining e*s. It is readily seen that this method 
is essentially that of the differential calculus. For this reason, 
Lagrange attributed the discovery of the calculus to Fermat. 
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Isaac Barrow (1630-1677) extended and systematised the methods used 
by Fermat by introducing along with the e, another infinitesimal, a. Be 
made use of the à and e somewhat as Leibniz used the dy and dx, J* If* 
Child is of the opinion that Barrow* s method was not an extension of 
Fermat's, that the two methods were discovered independently, and th$t it 
was a mere coincidence that both men used the same letter e as the increment 
of x» He is also quite positive in giving Barrow the credit for the origi¬ 
nal concept of the characteristic triangle which Leibniz used so effectively 
at a later date* All of Barrow* s work was geometrical, his rule being 
devised primarily for the purpose of constructing tangents. The rule, how¬ 
ever, is more important than that for which it was created, since by using 
it, he was able to perform genuine differentiations and integrations, 
though in a geometric form* In fact, Barrow created a calculus similar in 
principle to the calculus of Leibniz and Hewton, but applicable only to 
geometry* 
We now approach the period which is popularly thought to be the one 
in which the calculus was discovered* It is evident, however, that a crude 
integral calculus was already in use, and that some approach had been made 
to the process of differentiation* It is also evident that the lines of 
approach to the calculus in general have been two in number one represent¬ 
ing the static phase as soon in the measurement of fixed lengths, areas, or 
volumes, and in making use of such ideas as those of infinitesimals and 
indivisibles; the ether representing the dynamic phase as soon in the motion 
of a point* To the former belong such names as Kepler, Cavalieri and, in 
general, Archimedes; to the latter belong the great leaders in the mathe¬ 
matics of the time of Hewton and Leibniz* 
7 
The traditional view, therefore, ascribes the discovery of the calculus 
to the more famous mathematicians, Isaac Newton and Gottfried Wilhelm von 
Leibniz. From the point of view of the development of the concepts involved, 
the aspect which concerns us chiefly here, it might be far better to speak 
of the evolution of the calculus. Nevertheless, inasmuch as Newton and 
Leibniz apparently independently Invented algorithmic procedures which were 
universally applicable and which were essentially the same as those employed 
at the present time in the calculus, and since such methods were necessary 
for the later logical development of the conceptions of the derivative and 
the integral, there will be no inconsistency Involved in thinking of these 
men as the discovers of the subject. In doing so, however, we are not to 
consider or to imply that they are responsible for the ideas and definitions 
underlying the subject at the present time} these basic notions were to be 
rigorously elaborated only after two centuries of further effort in this 
direction. Furthermore, inasmuch as we are here more concerned with ideas 
than with rules of procedure, we shall not discuss the shamefully bitter 
controversy as to the priority and independence of the discoveries by 
Mewton and Leibniz. Both men owed a very great deal to their immediate 
predecessors in tbs development of tbs new analysis and the resulting 
formulations of Newton and Leibniz were most probably the results of a 
common anterior, rather than a reciprocal coincident, influence. 
Newton's great contribution to the theory consists in part in his 
extension of the method to include the other functions then in common use, 
in his recognition of the fact that the inverse problem of differentiation 
could be used in solving the problem of quadrature, in his introduction of 
a suitable notation, and in his wide range of applications of the subject. 
8 
Starting with the knowledge already acquired by Barrow, he developed, 
beginning in 1665, bis method of "fluxions," This he afterward set 
forth in three tracts, which, in accordance with his unfortunate plan of 
avoiding publicity in his discoveries, were not printed until many years 
later, 
Newton recognised three types of the calculus. In his Prlncipia 
(1687), he mads some use of infinitely small quantities, but he apparently 
recognised that this was not scientific, for it is not the basis of his 
work in this field. 
Bis second method was that of fluxions. For example, he considered 
a curve as described by a flowing point, calling the infinitely short path 
traced in an infinitely short tins the moment of the flowLng quantity, and 
designated the ratio of the moment to the corresponding time as the 
"fluxion" of the variable, that is, as the velocity. This fluxion of x 
he denoted by the symbol x. In his Method of Fluxions he states that "the 
moments of flowing quantities are as the velocities of their flowing or 
increasing,"—a statement which may be expressed in the Leibnizian 
symbolism as 
dy - dy . dx 
dx dt * dt 
Newton* s third method, that of limits, appears in his Tractatus de 
Quadrature Curvarum (170U), In this treatise, Newton sought to remove all 
traces of the infinitely small. Mathematical quantities were not to be 
considered as made up of moments or vary small parts, but as described by 
continuous motion. In determining the fluxion of xn, Newton proceeded much 
as in the Methodus fluxionum, replacing x by (x / «). In conformity with 
9 
the fluxionary symbolism it would be expected that the increment ef x 
should be designated ox instead of e, but inasmuch as Newton is here 
dealing with only a single variable, the fluxion of this may conveniently 
be taken as unity. On expanding (x / o)n by the binomial theorem, and 
subtracting xn, the result is, of course, the change in xn corresponding 
to the change o in x, Instead, now, of completing the argument by a 
doubtfully Justified neglect of terms, Newton formed the ratio of the 
change in x to the change in xn* that is, 1 to nxn“^ f n(n-l)oxn"*^ / ... nr> 
and in this be allowed e to approach zero—-to vanish. The resulting ratio, 
1 to nx1*”1, we should speak of as the limit of the ratio of the changes, 
but Newton called it the ultimate ratio of the changes—a terminology which 
was later to lead to some confusioij in thought. This ultimate ratio of 
"evanescent increments* is the same as the prime or first ratio of the 
"nascent augments," It is likewise the ratio of the fluxions at the point 
in question, 
Leibniz (168U) was well aware of the work of men like Barrow, Huygens, 
Ore go ire do Saint-Vincent, Pascal, and Cavalier!, He was In London in 1673» 
and there he probably met with scholars who were perfectly familiar with 
the discoveries of Barrow and Newton, and with Barrow himself he had 
extended correspondence. After leaving England, he set to work upon the 
problems of tangents and quadratures and invented a notation which was 
original and at the same time was generally more usable than that of 
Newton,—the "differential notation," He proposed to represent the sum 
of Cavalieri*a indivisibles by the symbol J' , the old form of s, the 
Initial ef summa, using this together with Cavalier!*s omn, (for omnia), 
10 
and to represent the inverse operation by d. By 1675» be had settled this 
notation» writing Jydy sly2 as it is written at present* 
Leibniz published his method in 1681* and 1686» speaking of the integral 
calculus as the calculus summatorius, a name connected with the summa ( ) 
sign* In 1696» he adopted the term calculus integralis» which was suggested 
by Jacques Be molli in 1690* 
Perhaps the one to whom the greatest credit is due for placing the 
fundamental principle of the calculus on a satisfactory foundation is 
CauchyBe makes the transition from 
dy_ f(x J. i)- f(x) _ f»(x) 
Ss 1  
to djss f * (x)dbc 
as follows t 
Let y f (x) be a function of the independent variable xj i, an 
infinitesimal» and h» a finite quantity* If we put i s «( h, will be an 
infinitesimal and we shall have the identity 
f(x / 1) -f(x) _ f(x Ah) -f(x). 
ji ' ** . 
whence we derive 
(!) f(x Al}1) -f(x) _ f(x f 1) -f(x) 
* “ I h# 
The limit towards which the first member of this equation converges when 
the variable approaches zero» h remaining constant» is what we call the 
■differential* of the function yrf(x). We indicate this differential by 
^Resume des Lepons Sur le Calcul Infinitesimal, Quartriéme Lepon, 
Paris, I823j OEuvres Complètes, Ser. II, Too» IT, Paris, 1899* 
11 
the characteristic d as follows* 
dy or df(x)« 
It ie easy to obtain its value when we know that of the derived function, 
y* or f ' (x). In fact, taking the limits of both members of equation (I), 
we have in general* 
(2) df(x) = hf»(x). 
In the particular case where f(x)—x, equation (2) reduces to dxah. 
Thus, the differential of the independent variable, x, is simply the finite 
constant, h* Substituting, equation (2) will become 
df(x)af* (x)dx, 
or what amounts to the same thing, 
dyr y'dx. 
CHAPTER II 
DIFFERENTIATION IN THE COMPLEX DOMAIN 
Function of a Complex Variable 
If S i® an arbltary point set, and if % denotes any one of the points 
S of complex numbers, then % is called a complex variable and S is 
called the domain of variation of , 
Suppose there exists son» rule -Ç. which assigns to each element of S 
one and only one value u) , then we called a function on S * uT 
is a function of the complex variable 3r. on the set <S t 
v» = -Ç(0. 
Tha set S is called the domain of variation of % and the domain 
of definition of the function ui * The totality of values Ul corre¬ 
sponding to the points of S constitute another set R, of complex 
numbers, known as the range of the function ur • 
is called a single-valued function of the complex variable 
if it has one and only one value UT , corresponding to each value of 
in S a To simplify our discussion, let us agree that the term 
function will signify a single-valued function unless otherwise stated. 
If * = X + ^ , IAT= + ur- 
then since (x,y) determine -fc and hence UJ~ , we have, thus, that u 
and v are two real functions of the real variables x and y, or we can 
write 
f(%) a u(x,y) / lv(x,y), where l s x / iy, u 
is called the real part, and v the imaginary part of the function 
12 
13 
Then: f ( -fc ) s £ 
= (x / iy) 
2 2 ** 
— x - y / 2ixy, and hence 
2 2 
usx - y and v 3 2xy, 
Limita 
Definition* Tha function f(%) ia said to have a limit w as Stands 
o 
to ^ , written, 
0 
(1) lia 
f(i) => *0 , 
if and only if the following is true: for» every & > O » there exists a 
number t with the property that |f( ^ ) - nj^c fc for all vaines of 
such that where ♦ 
The reader will note the perfect analogy between this definition and 
the definition of a limit where the variables are real. From this it 
follows that the ordinary properties of limits employed in the elementary 
calculus will also hold here. 
Continuity 
A function f( %.) is said to be continuous at a point 3: , if and only 
A 
if the lim f(% ) s f(%), i. e*, for every & ><> , there ia a g(() > o 
0 
such that if % is in the domain of f(%*} and then |f(a>-f(*#)|a. É-. 
A continuous function is a function which is continuous at every point of 
its domain. 
The elementary properties of continuous functions are the same as 
for reals* Thus, if f(?r) and g( are continuous at ^ , then 
ia 
Afte) /Bg(t), f(^) e(4), 
continuous at in the last 
The function f( t) is uniformly continuous on a set S on which it 
Is defined if for every t >o » there is a S> O (dependent on €r only) 
such that |f( V -ffor all , and in S for which 
| ^ 1^. £ * If f(i ) — ®(x,y) / iv(x,y) then f Is uniformly 
continuous on S, if and only if u and ▼ are unifcrmly continuous on S» 
Hence when f is continuous on a closed bounded set S, it is uniformly 




Before we can discuss what is meant by a regular or an analytic f 
function, we must first define differentiability» 
A function f is differentiable at a point ^ £ Q> , if the limit 
lim 
f(%) - T&J 
o 
/ 
exists and is finite» The limiting value f <V Is called derivative of 
f(“è ) at % • If the derivative at î: exists, then for every ç y O , o • 
there is a ^ > o , such that is in the domain of f(%) and 
ffo- £& 
for every ^ for which ^ « 
For example, If f(ï ):{; * 




lia (i / A%) -t1 r lint 
. - — ■ ■ g 
4i*>o 
(2\*A%) 
= Æ ^0. since 
2%0 f Ai is a polynomial in Ai (we may write Ai » l- ifl and 
consider d* as our complex variable.). 
A function which is differentiable at every point of a region 0 is 
said to be differentiable in the region G« 
Theorem li If f i s differentiable at 4^, then f is continuous at 
Proofs Let fs 7 0» then there exists s 8( t) > O * such that 8 la taken 
to be less than £  such that is in the domain of 






|f(i) -f(V) ''(vLé ■ for every J for which 
|ru) -f(%>blt-%l(e/ (r'(vl) 
) -f(ï)|4.6 whenever 




By this theorem me see that f is necessairly continuons at any point 
-where its derivative exists, i* e., differentiability implies 
continuity* But the converse is not necessairly true, i* e., the conti¬ 
nuity of a function does not imply differentiability, as can be seen by 
the following example* 
Consider the function 
This function is continuous at every point, but 
its derivative exists only at the point £s O • 
Observe^ 
(1) ûm _ It»1, 
û I At 
- (y t&X\+ 
At _ 
r- , ûi 
when î s o 
• > 
that is, 
!" * Sï 
A 2 
o . 
and its limit is zero; 
t = o. 
I » y 
Bow suppose 7 O 4 If w exists, then has the unique limit w 
as 6% approaches zero in any manner* In particular, if 4 4is real, 
i* e*,A%s AX ; then Ei * At and, according to equation (1), the 
limit must be l • But if A 2- is confined to the vertical diameter 
of the region o c $ * 
A * = ^ A/ 
-^Ruel V. Churchill, 
Kew Tork, 1960, p* 155* 
Complex Variables and Application (Second Ed*, 
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then ûi =-êæ • and the liait must be 1 - î. • 
• P 
Since O * the limit cannot exist; hence 1*1 has no derivative 
at • 
We are now in a position to define what is meant by an analytic or 
regular function» 
Tte finitions If a function f la defined and differentiable throughout 
a region 0» then f is said to be analytic or regular in 0. The function is 
regular at a^ point If it is regular in a neighborhood of the point. Points 
at which the function f is regular are called analytic or regular points 
for f. The region 0 is called a region of regularity of the function. 
By reasoning exactly as in elementary calculus, we can show that 
d(f/g) - f'(4) / g'(«r), (1) 
d* 
d(fg) - îg' J g f , (2) 
TV 
and 
d /f\ - gf - fg' 
rfi Vi) “ ? * if g* o (3) 
hold under the same conditions as when the variable is real. 
Cauchy-Riemann Partial Differential Equations 
If f( 4 ) s u(x,y) / iv(x,y) is differentiable 





{ (-£). lim u(xc,y) / iv(x0,y) - u(x<>,y0) - iv(xQ,y0) 
rio 77 :  
i(y - y0) 
= i y*0»y0) * V
xo^o) 
* iTx(Vyo> ®8 x->xo 
Bence at % * the partial derivatives tL,u_,v ,v exist and 





the point (x ,y ) satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equations 
^ s 
è*A- _ ^\T 
’ èX 
These equations are so named in honor of the French mathematician A, X» 
Cauchy (1789-1857)# who discovered and used them, and in honor of the 
German mathematician G. F* B. Riemann (1826-1866), who made them funda¬ 
mental in his development of the theory of analytic functions* 
We can now apply the Cauchy-Riemann equations to find the derivatives 
of some elementary functions* 
Derivatives of Elementary Functions 
!• We have 
% 
w 'S. JL 
s SL (eos y &sin y) 
so that here * „ m* 4 
us i eos y and v* Jt sin y 
PP- 
x James Pierpont, Functions of a Complex Variable, New Tork, 1959# 
176-178. 
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/ Vu Xco‘*-*r. 
- -A.iny=-|f- 
Since these are continuous functions of x, y in the whole x, y plane, 
the Cauchy-Riemann conditions are satisfied» We thus have, 
dw à u / i hr 
dt " dx dx 
X , * 
— JL cos y / i, Jl sin y 
^ JL (cos y / i 6in y) 
i * 
* JL. 
2» Similarly, we can show that 




w s sin t 
r sin (x / iy) 
— sin x cosh y / i cos x sinh y 
— u / iv 
^-2* — cOs x cosh ys — 
dx è7 » 
and -AS- — sin x sinh y« -^v 
dy d* 
These derivatives are continuous and satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations* 
Hence 
— —s cos x cosh y - i sin x sinh y 
~ cos £ * 
3* Let us now show that 
20 
d log» 1_ 
d* “ i * 
any one of the branches of log % , say 
log% 3 log A» / / 2mTTi (for fixed »). 
Hence 
where 
u slog h-, 
v 3 <b / 2m TT", 
*v sjx2 / y2 , 
(9 ^ arcton JL • • v 
Now at any point different from the origin 
^n àn . du 
d* èa 






èn _ ^u àjy 
dy * àn, è7 
* X . j, 
IV fu 
Thus the Cauchy-Eieraann conditions are satisfied, and 
d log * _ ftn / i 
3Tt ” d* Jx 




Many important properties of analytic functions cannot be proved 
without the use of confiez integration* Nobody has been able to prove 
that the derivative of an analytic function is continuous without resorting 
to complex, integrals or equivalent tools. Even if continuity of the 
derivative is made part of the definition, it tes not been possible to 
prove the existence of higher derivatives without the use of complex 
integration. 
Definition of the Integral 
Let f be a function of a complex variable, and Let it be continuous 
in a region G. Let k be any path contained in G. Let ^ and 2: be 
the end points of the path k. Let k be subdivided into n subpaths by the 
points of subdivision ^1 * \ » % ...%», -fr. ... i. 
Set 
• 
Ul 11\-, > , i - 1,2 
Form the Sum 
J s S* f(t, tet 8 s max I Then consider 
n £7 •*** Is 
lim ^ f ( 1, ) A-K . If this limit exists and is finite, 
S“*o u- ** 
we say f is integrable along the path k from "i.to t . We write that 
lim f(fc) dfc. 
Notes The integral -here depends upon 4 , , k. 




s f (udx - vdy) / i T(udy / vdx), 
J-fe A 
is entirely analogous to the definition when the variable is real. 
From this, we can conclude that many of the properties of tbs 
integral developed in elementary calculus can be extended to the 
integral in the complex plane. 




If(fc) d* S - J f(*r) dir 
\ z 
f f' r* 
J f(*) dfc =. j f(fc) dl / \ f(l> d<fc , where 
is a point tm k^, ^41*S ^ • 
Theorem Ut If f and g are integrable along the path k, then f / g ia 
integrable along the path k, and 
it £(fc) / g (^) |] d* jf(% ) d* / ^ g(fc) dfc * 
Theorem 5» If f is integrable along the path k and if C is ary complex 
constant, then 
\ Cf(fc) d* a C \ fU) dfc, 
i 
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Theorem 6t If f is integrable on a rectifiable path k of finite length 
L, and if |f(î?)|é M, where M> O* for all 2 on k, then 
K,,„ «| Ç ML, 
Proof* Since f is integrable, let as recall our definition of the integral, 




as 4v->eO , we have 
^ ML, Q.E.B* 
Cauchy* s Integral Theorem* 
One of the most important theorems of complex integration is the 
Cauchy Integral Theorem which may be stated as follows* 
Theorem 7* If f is a single-valued function ani regular in the simply 
connected region G, then 
(1) 
within G# 
Proof* Let f(%) s. u / iv and fcs x / iy. Now since f( %■) has a 
continuous derivative in G, the first partial derivatives of u, v are 
continuous functions of x, y which satisfy the Cauchy-Biemann equations 
^fU) d* =0, where C is any closed path lying 
at each point of G, On the other hand, let us express (l) as a line 
integral, 
(udx - vdy) / i \ (udy / vdx). (3) I"*’"'! 1 
We can now apply Stokes* theorem, i* e., if F(x,y), G(x,y) are 
single-valued functions having continuous first partial derivatives in 
a region G whose edge we denote by C, then 
and 
Placing these in 3* gat 
til) dis 0. 
Z 
Q.E.D. 
This result was first obtained by Cauchy in the early part of the 
19th Century, but because G cur sat was the first to prove that the 
» 
condition that f (^ ) be continuous can be omitted from the hypothesis, 
in the theorem, the revised form of the theorem is called Cauchy-Goursat 
theorem, 
25 
Prom the above result, we can conclude that 
fU ), where Cg are two simple 
connected curves in 0 having the same end points but no other points in 
eommn* 
There are several forms of Cauchy1 s Integral Theorem, but they 
the variable î: enters a parameter* This representation, known as Cauchy’s 
integral formula, has numerous important applications* Above all, it 
enables us to study the local properties of an analytic function in great 
detail. Cauchy’8 integral formula is the second fundamental theorem of 
complex integration* 
Cauchy’s Integral Formula 
If f is single-valued and analytic in a simple connected region 
whose boundary is C, for any point within C 
We can now replace C by a circle R of radius and center • Then 
for a point v onB, 
for aU u on R if the radius y is sufficiently small* Thus as f(i) is 
differ ..only in . their topological rather than in their analytical content* 
Through a very simple application of Cauchy’s theorem, it becomes 









- J / K 
J s 2 TT*f(*), 
|K) ^ 2 TT€ 
lira K s O 
/1-* O 
on the other hand, the left side of 2) does not depend on 
letting n>*^0 in 2) we get 
f(*)- in the limit* 
. Hence 
Q.E.D. 
local Properties of Analytic Fonction 
A function f of the complex variable ^ is analytic at a point "ta 
9 
if its derivative f ( %) exists not only at î but at every point -fc in 
some neighborhood of i • It is analytic in a domain of the i plane if 
it is analytic at every point in that domain. 
The function 1*1* , for example, is not analytic at any point, since 
its derivative exists only at the point i, * 0, and not throughout any 
neighborhood* 
An entire function is one that is analytic at every point of the 
^ plane, that is, throughout the entire plane, except possibly at the 
peint %s«0* Every polynomial 
27 
) — *Q / *2^^ ••• / , (n — 0, If 2 ««•) 
is an entire function, i. e., the derivative of every polynomial in 4 
exista at every point. 
If a function ia analytic at some point in every neighborhood of a 
point % except at % itself, then ï ia called a singular point or a 
0 O O —*   
singularity, of the function, 
Tor example, if 
Thus, f is analytic at every point except the point 0, where it ia 
not continuous, so that f (0) can not exist. The pointas 0 is called 
a singular point. 
If there ia some neighborhood of a singular point ^of a function f 
throughout which f la analytic, except at the point itself, then %. is o 
called an Isolated singular point of f, 
For example, the function -L is analytic except at^rO, hence the 
origin is an isolated singular point of the function, 
Mien 4^is an Isolated singular point of f, a positive number fi , 
exists such that the function is analytic at eaeh point Zr for which 
0 *. ( 4 - ^ | h • In this domain the function is represented by the 
Laurent series 
1 , 1 
f(4)s * • then f U)="Js (4-^0), 
# 
(1) 
where the coefficients are given by the formulas 
i 





(n 5 1» 2# • ••)• 
t -I 
In the Laurent*8 expansion (l), b-<, the coefficient of (î- î), is 
called the residue of f at the isolated singular point 3^ • Also in 
the Laurent's expansion (1), which represents a function f in a domain 
0< |l> 4. a ,. about an isolated singular point » the series of 
negative powers of % is called the principal part of f(%) about 
Then the principal part of f about the point has an infinite 
number of terras#, the point is called an essential singular point of the 
function* 
A function that is not analytic at a point % # but that can be 
o 
made analytic there by merely assigning a suitable value to the function 
at that point# is said to have a removable singular point at 2 • 
" ——— 1 o 
If the lia f(-%) s oO , then the point t is said to be a 
* 
pole of f(^), and we set ffe )%*> . o 
The Residue Theorem, If a function f has only a finite number of 
singular points in seme domain# then those singular points are necessalrly 
isolated* 
Theorem 8 a Let C be a closed contour within and on which a function f 
is analytic except for a finite number of singular points 
■fc 2 i interior to C. If X, , K. # • • .# 1 
i ^ * 4 n 
denote the residues of f at those points# 
*Ruel V* Churchill, Complex Variables and Applications, New Tork, 
I960, p. 155* 
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then 
(1) \f(4)dfc * 27Tji(Zx { K2 { . * . / In), 
■XL 
where the integral is taken counterclockwise around C. 
Proof» 
let each of the points t be enclosed in a eircle Cj with radios 
small enough that these n eircle and the curve C are all separated 
(Fig. l). Those circles, together with the curve C, form the boundary 
of a closed multiply connected region throughout which f is analytic. 
According to the Cauchy-Gourant Theorem for multiply connected domains, 
ÇfU)d% -j: f(4 )d* 
This equation reduces to formula (l), because * 
I 
! f 
A4 s ~ 1 f(t)dt (j st 1, 2, ..., n), 
27TX J 
i 
and so the theorem is proved. 
r(i )d* - ... - I f(fe)d% = o. 
Q.E.E. 
One of the important applications of the theory of residues consists 
in the evaluation of certain types of definite integrals. These integrals 
often arise in physical problems, especially in the solution of boundary 
value problems in partial differential equations* It is particularly 
important when it is impossible to find the indefinite integral explicity, 
but even if the ordinary methods of calculus can be applied the use of 
residues is frequently a laborsaving device. 
30 
Fig. 1. 
Contour Integration. The theorem on residues can be used to evaluate 
real integrals* This process is best shown by an example. How consider 
the integral ■+ eo 
P At -iT- 




Let C be a semi-circle of radius 
half plane and is the segment form - to 
n* 
P center at zero* in the upper 
on the x-axis, then 
At p à* _ r A* _ r 




where C / C* is positively oriented* There is only one singular point 
ai of the integrand in the upper half plane, and its residue is 1 
2sr~ 
13m 1 %-al I lia f 1 \ 1 
l*<ki *-**1 Vjrsg-’isr- • 
Eenee the first integral on the right side has the value TCHû 
We now must show that the second integral tends to zero as rx. - 
Now since 
on € we 
CHAPTER 17 
CONCLUSION 
It Is the purpose of this chapter to unify differentiation and 
integration in the complex domain* The process of differentiation and 
integration exist as an indisoluahle unit, that is, they exist as one* 
The two go together; "without the one we will not have the other* 
The fundamental operation of the calculus known as integration arises 
in two distinct ways. The determination of the indefinite integral may 
be regarded as the operation inverse to that of differentiation* In the 
application of the calculus to geometry or physics, it is the definite 
Integral, defined as the limit of a sum, which is of importance* This 
concept, that of the limit, is one which seems to unify differentiation 
and integration* According to our definition of the Integral given by 
positive number £ , no matter how small, there exists a positive number 
^ , depending on E , and possibly on ^ , such that the Inequality 
whenever ^ is a point of the domain D in the neighborhood |î- ^ J<£of 
* 
If this limit exists and is finite, then the function f is integrable. 
Ve also refer to the derivative as a limit, that is, we require that 
there should exist a number jL with the following property * given any 
the point * When this is the case, we call jfiL the derivative of 
/ 
f ( %) at % , and denote it by f «J- 
32 
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We have found that the slope of a curve 7 3 f(x) at the point 
P(x,y) cannot be calculated by referring to the curve at the point P 
above* Instead, one must resort to a limiting process much like that 
involved in the calculation of tbs area under a curve* This limiting 
process is the essence of the differential calculus* 
These two apparently unconnected limiting processes involved in the 
differentiation and integration of a function are intimately related* 
They are, in fact, inverse to one another, like the operation of addition 
and subtraction, or multiplication and division* There is no separate 
differential calculus and integral calculus, but only one calculus* 
Another important concept in the unification of differentiation and 
integration is that of continuity* In order that a function should be 
differentiable at a certain point, it must be continuous there, for other*» 
wise the increment ratio would certainly not tend to a finite limit* On 
the other hand, continuity does not imply differentiability* Similarly, 
if a function is continuous on a contour C, then it is integrable there* 
We can sum up this discussion with the vexy important theorems 
The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus* 
let and ^ represent two points in a simple connected region D 
throughout which f is analytic, and let 
then the derivative of the indefinite integral (l) as a function -£» is 
equal to the value of f(w) at the point % * 
(1) 
e 
?'(*) = f<*). 
3u 
la other 'words, the process of Integration, leading from the function 
f(^ ) to F(^), Is tmdone, inverted, 
applied to ?(■£)• 
let the path of integration be 
joining l and î • It follows from 
o 
F( %) depends on % and ionly, and 
o 
integration taken from % to i * 
Observe 
F(* / *i) - F(*) 
Bence 
y(^s /a*) - F(*) . 
A* 
, by the process of differentiation, 
any contour lying .entirely inside D 
Cauchy*e theorem that the value of 
not on the particular path of 
The function F is analytic in D, . 
* 
Since f is continuous, i«.e«, 
|fW - f(-fc)|z 6 for |v - ïf< S» 




This proves that F is analytic, and in addition F ( ) f( )• 
QaEaD 
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